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Important note 

The Kine-Exakta is a high-qu ality camera of preClSlOn \ orkmanship. Because of the fin e 
limits to which it is constru cted, and because of the smooth manner in which all its parts 
work, it is essential that the handling of the instru ment hall be iust as careful and precise 
if the best possible results are to be obtained. Every buyer oi the camera w ill expect per
fection from it, and it is equally certain th at the camera an give these results. 

There is one essential condition that must be fulfill ed, though: 

IT IS ESSENTIAL THAT THE f OLLOWING INSTRUCTIO IS f OR OPERATING AND 
LOADING THE KINE-EXAKT A ARE READ CAREFULLY THROU GH fROM BEGINNING 
TO END, THAT ALL THE ADVICE AND IiINTS GIVEI ARE CORRECTLY fOLLOWED, 
AND THAT ALL THE MOVEME TS Of THE CAMERA (WfII CH ARE SO NECESSARY 
FOR THE PERfECT WORKI G Of THE INSTRUMENT) ARE PRACTISED REPEAT
EDL Y ACCORDING TO THE INST RUCTIONS LAID DOWI . 

A precision camera of the Kine-Exakta class, though extremely robust, necessarily contains 
sensitive mechanism inside it, which is made up of many smalI pa r ts that must intermesh 
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with each other with extreme accuracy if all the functions of the camera are to be perfectly 
carried out. It is this fact which must be kep t in mind by the amateur who takes the camera 
in his hands for the first time. The reader is urgently requested not to play with the con
trols. however rich in experience he may be, but to adopt the following procedure: 

READ THE INSTRUCTIONS f ROM BEGINNING TO END. Only this process 
can give the necessary informati on about the working of the camera. Without it, 
mere "intuition" is useless, and th e camera cannot possibly give the satisfactory 
results which are obtained when it is handled with full understanding of its parts, 
action, and range of service. 

Introduction 

The Kine-Exakta is a high-quality miniature reflex camera, and it is not in the least diffi
cult to handie so long as its controls are properly understood by the photographer. 

The camera is loaded with normal 35-mm. cinema film, which may be obtained in all civilised 
countries of the world. This film may be obtained in long rolls of 100 feet, 33 feet. or 16 feet 
in tin boxes (which must only be opened in the dark-room). in light-tight "cartridges" con
taining 63 inches of film for 36 exposures, or as daylight-loading spools with the same conten t. 
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Orthochromatic and panchr omatic grades of film a re available. The Kine-exakta is designed 
to take all the fil m cartridges on the market and also the daylight-loading spools ("Contax 
spools") avail able. 

The simplest form in which to use fi lm is probabl y the ., artridge". Here the film is wound 
aft er exposure on the spar e spool core delivered with the camera. Afte r all the 36 exposures 
have been made, the . film is rewound into the cartridge once more (the camera remaining 
closed), after which process the cartr idge can be remoyed in daylight. The use of a day light
loading spool (see page 28) is equally si mple. 

The beg'inner is advised to procu re fr om his photographic dealer a ca rtri dge that is over-dated 
and thus useless, which may be used to try out the movements of the camera as described 
in this booklet so that he may become accustomed to them. As soon as th e w orking of the 
instrument is thoroughly unde rstood (and this need only take a quar ter of an hour) the camera 
may be loaded with a genuine film, and the fir st 36 expo ure made with it. 

1. The outer controls of the camera 

Place the Kine-exakta on the table, with its lens turned to iace you (fig. O. On th e lens 
mou nt itself w ill be seen two controls : the aper tur e ring \yhi h alte rs the lens aperture as it 
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is turned by 'making the iris diaphragm larger or smaller, and a larger ring which is used to 
focus the lens on different distances. The stop lever F serves to hold the lens correctly in 
its bayonet mounting. All these controls 
will be more fully explained later, and it 
is only necessary here to draw attention 
to them. 
magonally above the lens, on the right, 
will be seen the shutter release button D. 
With the camera hood closed, this is out 
of actio!] and nothing happens when it 
pressed. Directly over the lens, on top of 
the camera, is the hood of the view-finder 
and focussing screen. In fig. 1 this is clo
sed, in which position a small magnifying 
glass is seen in a circular mOLlnt in its 
centre. To the right of the closed hood, 
two metal knobs are seen on top of the 
camera. That next to the hood (marked 
Ki K) has a milled edge, and i's used to 

x 
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set the shorter exposure times. The other knob C whi h i ii ted with a long metal lever, has 
a scale of numbers engraved round its base, and is the pi ture or exposure counter. 
On the left of the camera top is another milled kn ob T , rather larger in size, which controls 
the longer exposure times and the self-portrait device. 

The two metal sockets X on the left slanting front of the ame ra are contact points for con
necting the camera to the flash-bulb outfit. 

On the bottom of the camera, in the centre, will be iound the s rewed bush for the tripod. 
To left and right of this a re two semicircu lar keys R and ,which may be lifted to st,and 
vertical to the base of the instrument. Near the left -hand ker R is a small screwed knob y, 
that operates the knife inside the camera which cuts the film orr after exposure (see page 27). 

On the right-hand edge of the camera is a sliding button B. which opens the back of the 
instrument. By pressing this bu tton the back swings open and may be removed. 

2. Inside the camera? 

I-Iolding the camera in th e left hand as shown in fi g. 2. the button B is pushed to the left 
(i. e. towards the bottom of th e camera) to release th e ba k. The latter is then taken off 
.and placed on one side. The camera is now open, and the back will appear as in fig. 3. 
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In the centre of the open back is a rectangular aperture, which is covered by a black curtain 
of rubberised silk fabric. This is the picture aperture of the camera, through which the film 
is exposed, and it is exactly 24X36 mm. (l X I W ') in size. The black curtain is a part of the 
focal-plane shutter. The two smooth metal rails above and below the picture aperture serve 
as supports for the film as it moves through the camera. 

The film , whether in a cartridge or on a spool, is placed in the 
chamber (at present empty) on the right-hand side of the camera, 
and it runs to the left across the Dicture aperture on the rails on to 
the sprocket Z which is at right angles to its travel. The teeth of the 
sprocket engage in the perforations of the film , and draw it onwards 
to the "take-up" spool V which is placed in the left-hand film cham
ber and winds up the film it receive's from the sprocket. 

To show the action of the camera, the spool V may be turned. To 
this end, place the l.eft thumb on the right-hand side of the long film 
winding lever A and swing this lever to the left on its axis (which 
is the knob C) as far as it will go. The thumb is now removed, and 
the lever will spring back into its former position. 

This ae.tion will turn the take-up spool round, and at the same time 
other pOlftions of the mechanism inside the camera move as well. fig. 2 
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In the picture .aperture the black cur ta in will move irom right to left , thus indicating that 
the shutte r has been wound up. The sprocket Z, the take-up spool V and the exposure 
counter C will all turn simultaneously to the left: indicating that if the camera had been 
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loaded with film , the latter would have 
been mo\'ed on the di stance of one picture 
as the hutter was wound. 
Sin e the shutter is now wound up, 
though no film is actually in the camera, 
press the shutte r release knob D on the 
fr Ont oi the camera. Nothing happens, for 
the button cannot be pre;ssed. Actually, 
it is locked in pl ace to avoid accidentally 
exposing the film. The camera is only 
fully ready for use when the hood of the 
view-Ender is raised, and w hen the photo
grapher can see the image on th e ground 
glass. Unless this hood is raised (and it 
is at present in th e lowered position) the 
shutter is locked, and the camera cannot 

f.g.3 make an exposu reo 



The finder hood must thus be released by pre ing on the small knob L in the centre of the 
camera back, at the top. The hood will immediately spring open, and if one looks down
wards from above, the image can be seen on the ground-glass screen. (It is necessary to 
remove the lens cap, if this has not already been done.) The camera is consequently now 
ready for use, and the shutter release can be operated. 

By pressing on the shutter release D, the shutter will move back and make an "exposure". 
(It is useiul to go through these movements several times to accustom oneself to them: 
fold down the finder hood, wind up the shutter with the lever A, open the finder hood again , 
and press the shutter release D .. ) 
Another point should be noted here: by turn ing the small milled knob Y, which has already 
been mentioned, a few times to the left, and by pulling it downwards from the camera, a small 
steel knife appears and moves from the top of the camera to the bottom. When the camera 
has a film loaded in it, this knife would cut the fihn in two. By pushing the knob Y back 
towards the cam era the knife moves in the reverse direction to the top of the camera, and the 
knob Y can be locked in place again by tur ning it to the right a few times. 

After examining the interior of the camera, the back is once more replaced. Iiolding the 
camera in the left hand as shown in fig. 4, the back is held in the right hand and replaced. 
Care must be taken that the circular peg inside the camera connected to the key R is pushed 
firmly into the interior of the camera by the ball of the left thumb. The camera back can 
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then be held with the button B upwards, its lower end hooked ca refully into the groove on 
the body of the camera, and the back itself pressed lightly towards the body until the 
button B snaps into its locked position. 

fig . 4 
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Not also that the key R must now be allowed to catch in the camera 
back so that is clamped to the camera and cannot be pulled out 
when th e back is closed. 

3. The focal-plane shutter and its operation 

The action of the Kine-Exakta shutter is best observed when the 
camera is not loaded with fi lm. 
As we have already noted, the hutter release is locked as a protec
tion against accidental exposu re whe n the finder hood is folded 
against the top of the camera. since it is cl early unnecessary to 
unlock the shutter release unless the picture can be focussed and 
composed. 
The camera back is therefore detached and the finder hood allowed 
to spring open by pressing the small knob L (fig. 3). The camera will 
then look as in fig. 5 when viewed fr om the top. 



The long lever A which winds the shutter has al ready been noted, and the shutter is wound 
up first of all by moving it in a clockwise direction as far as it will go. (This automatioally 
moves the film on one pricture at the same 
time.) On releGlls.ing lever A it springs back 
to its original position. 

The exposure time is now adjusted. Taking 
the outer milled ring K of the knob Ki K, 
on wh ich are engraved a series of num
bers and the letters Z and B, between the 
thumb and forefinger, lift it (against the 
spring) over Ki K and turn it in the direc
tion of the arrow engraved on it until 
the number "25" (i. e. 1/ 25 th of a second) 
is against the small dot engraved on the 
inner disc Ki. Release the outer ring, and 
it will drop into place. The shutter is now 
set to 1b th second exposure time. 

If the eye now is p'iaced ' behind the 
camera, opposite the picture apertu re, and 
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the shutter release D pressed, th e shutter blind or currain will be seen to run down from left 
to right. Careful ob servatio n will show that light rea he the film in the camera through 
a s lit in the blind, which also moves from left to right acros the pictu re. Through this slit 
the exposure is made. 

In the same way, the outer ri ng K ca n be set- always turning it in the dir ection of the arrow
to any other snapshot exposu re time in the series 1/5Oth, 1 HlO th, 1/150th, lboth, 1/50oth, and 
lhoooth of a second, and al so to the lette rs Z and B. (Intermed iate values for shutter speed 
cannot be set with this shu tter. ) 

When set to Z, a single pressure on the shutter relea e D will open the shuHer fully, ' and 
it will remain open until th e release D is pressed a econd time. This action is useful for 
long time exposures. 

When set to B, the shutter will open fully when the release D is pressed, but will close 
again as soon as the finger is removed from the release. Thi s action is useful for short 
time exposures. 

A second larger speed regulating knob T is placed on the other side of the finder hood. 
This is used to set the longer exposure times of th e following series: 

Engraved in BLACI(: 111Oth, 1/2, 1, 2, 3, 4, ..... to 12 seconds. To adjust for these speeds the 
followin g procedure is necessary, 
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1. Wind up the shutter with lever A as u ual. 
2. Set the knob Ki K to either "Z" or " 8 ". (This is important.) 
3. Turn the larger knob T strongly to th e right as far as it will go. 
4. Raise the outer ring of knob T and set the black dot on the inner disc to the desired 

black engraved exposure value on the outer. Then release the outer ring and let it 
fall into place. 

5. Release the shutter by pressing D, as usu al. 
This should be practised a number of times until the sequence of operations is thoroughly known. 
The numbers in RED are used where the delayed-action mechanism used for self-portraits is 
required to operate. In this case, the procedu re is exactly the same as· that indie:ated above 
for the black values, except that the black dot on the inner disc of T is set against one of 
the red series of numbers liloth, 3/" 11/2, 2, 3, 5, or 6 seconds. 
After pressing th e shutter release D some tweh 'e seconds will elapse, after which the shutter 
will automaticall y give the exposure time indicated on the red series of values to which it 
has been set. 
Short snapshot exposures with the self-portrait mechanism (i. e. between 1/ 25 th and 1 / 1000 th 
second) are set as follows: 
The knob Ki K is set in the normal manner to the exposure time required (as, for example, 
to 1!t50 th second), and the knob T then wou nd up as far as it w ill go, and the ,black dot set 
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against anyone of the red values on its outer ring. On pres ing the re lease D, twelve se
conds will elapse, and aft er that the shut ter will automatically give the time to which Ki K 
has been set-in this case 1 / 1"0 th of a seco nd. 

This device is of the greatest valu e when the photographer des ires to include himself in the 
picture. In the twelve seconds which elapse between pres ing the shu tte r release and the 
actual exposure, he has ample time to take up the carre t po ition in fro nt of the camera at 
the distance on which the lens has been fo cussed. The amera shou ld be placed on a firm 
support, preferably on a tr ipod. 

IMPORTANT: The knob T must always be wound after the hutter has been wound (l ever A) 
and Inust a lways be wound up as fa r as it will go. Ii thi is not done, completely in correct 
exposure tim es w ill be given. 

The shutter w ill go wrong if the foll owing mistake i made : when the shutter is se t at "Z" 
(Time) and opened by press in g the release D, and the outer ring K then turned to give a 
snapshot exposure of perhaps 1/ 25 th or 1/ 50 th of a second. If. in this position, the rel ease D 
is pressed a second tim e, the shu tte r does not close, but tops wo rk co mpl etely. 

The trouble may be put right by turning the rin g K aga in unt il the black dot on Ki is 
opposite Z or B. In the second position the shu tter cIa es auto matically, and in the first it 
will close if the release D is pressed aga in. 
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4. Loading the camera with film cartridges 

fig.6 

As already mentioned in the introduction, the 
beginner is recommended to use film car
tridges in the Kine-Exakta. 
Before attempting to load the camera, make 
sure that the small bu tton W (shown in fi g. 5) 
on the top of the camera is turned so that 
the letter "V" can be seen. Iiaving made sure 
that this is so, the camera is opened by remov
ing the back. The fil m ca rtr,idge is held in 
the right hand as shown in fig. 6 : the circu lar 
hole in its base, in which its cross-peg is pla
ced, is on the left. This position can easily be 
found by observing the manner in which the 
film projects from the cartridge. 
The key R (fig. 3) is now raised and with its 

fig. 7 

aid the circular peg which holds the cartridge in place is pulled outwards as far as it will 
come. The camera is now taken in the left hand, as seen in fig. 7, and the cartridge placed 
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in the lower chamber, the key R pressed once more towards the camera . to push the circular 
peg inwards, and the fl ap of R bent over once more. The left thumb is then placed on top to 
the cartridge to hold it firmly in place, w hile the right hand pulls carefully about 4 - 4 ;;'; inches 
of film from it. The fre e end of the film is secured under the spring tongue on the spool V 
that is delivered with every Exakta and must be situated in the upper chamber*), next to the 
sprocket. This spool may easily be turned on its axi , so that it is a simple matter to place 
it in a convenien t positi on to attach the free end of film to its core. The hand holds the 
spool still while the film is pushed as far as possible under the metal tongue. As soon as 

fi g. 8 
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the film end has been attached to the tak e-up spool, make 
sure that the fil m perforations are corr ectly engaged in the 
tee th of the sprocket Z (fig. ), and then close the camera 
as descr ibed in section 2. by replacing the back. 

The fo llowing procedure will then be necessary: 

1. Press button L to open the finder hood. 

*) Ii it should be necessary to remove the take-up spoo l fr om th e camera, 
the key S is rai sed vertical to the base of the camera and pulled out
wards.' While it is in this outward posi tion , the spool may eas ily be 
taken out and replaced. 



2. Make sure that the knob Ki K is set to any value except "Z", and alter the setting if 
ne'cessary. 

3. Press lever A to the left twice, releasing the hutter each time it has been wound, and tak
ing it right to the end of it'S travel each ti me. This action implies that the film has been 
moved forward in the camera by the width oi two pictures: the film protruding from the 
cartridge had been struck by light and fogged so that it had to be wound on the take-up 
spool and fresh unexposed film pulled fr om the chJamber of the cartridge. Moving on the 
film by the width of two p,ictures is sufficient to bring this fresh unexposed film into the 
picture aperture of the camera. The first exposure can now be made. 

4. The shutter is now wound (by lever A as before ) a third time, to pull the film tight. After 
winding, the picture or exposure counter is set to the number "1", in order that the ex
posures are all counted correctly. Therefore: 

5. The bevelled ring surrounding the spindle C of the winding lever A w hich has a series of 
numbers from 1 to 36 engraved on it is turned in the direction of the arrow to the left until 
the first mark, indicating "1", is opposite the mall black triangle* ). The exposure counter is 
now correctly set, and the first exposure can be made. 

*) If this bevelled ring is accidentally turned too far to the left , it must on no account be turned back again to 
the correct position. but turned round completely again unti l the number " 1" is agai nst the triangle. 
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The expnsure counter automaticall y moves on each time [he shutter and film are wound, and 
when the triangle is opposite the number "36", the las[ exposure is in the camera, assuming 
that a normal cartridge or daylight-loading spool is in [he camera . 

5. Focussing, changing the lens, and the frame finder 

To examine the image on the ground-glass focussing screen, the fin der hood must be released 
by pressing th e button L (fig. 3). In th is position [he ground glass may be examined from 
above. 
If no image is seen, the reason is t ha t the shutter is not wound. The winding of the shutter 
places the mirror in position, so tha t if no image is een i[ .is a s ign that the camera is not 
ready for use. Th e shutter is thus wound up by lever A. 
This action causes a small mirror to drop into posit ion under the ground glass, inclined at 45° 
to the latter, so that an image from the camera lens is [hrown on to the focussing screen. 
(This screen is called a ground-glass sc reen for brevi[y, though it is actually one s ide of 
a speci,al plano-convex lens. 

All this will be perfectly clear to th e beginner if he examines the mechanism, and this can 
he done by removing the lens from the camera. 
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Removing the lens. liolding the lens firmly in [he left hand as shown in fig. 9, press the stop 
leve r F li ghtly with the right hand and s imult aneously turn the lens firmly to the left. After 
turning through a small angle, it will be fou nd that the 
lens is free and can be lifted out bodily. 

Through the lens mount the interior of the camera can now 
be exa min ed. As the shutter is wound, the mirro r will be 
seen to drop into position, and if the lens w ere in place an 
image would a ppear on the ground glass. On pressing the 
shutter release D, the mirror w ill be observed to spring 
back again out of the way, and the slit of th e shutter will 
tr avel a cross the picture aperture immediately aite r it has 
moved. 
The lens is replaced by reversing the above procedure. 
The lens is lowered into the tubular mount on the camera, 

fjg.9 

care being ta ken that the red dot on the lens i opposite the red dot on the camera body, 
and the entire lens and mount turned firmly [Q the right until the stop lever F is heard to 
slip into the catch. 

Returning to the earlier point of focussing, th e image on the ground glass may be observed 
after winding up the shutter. This image, however, must be fully sharp, for th e negative w ill 
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be identical to the image on the grou nd glass, and ii the latter is not in focus the negative
and the enlargement later on-will not be sharp ei ther. 

The image on the focussin g screen appears twic e the ize oi the actual negative image 
because the lens, the lower s ide or which is ma tted to iorm a g round-glass screen, has the 
effect of a powerful magnirier. T he re is thus no difiicul y in iocussing the image as sharply 
as may be desired. 
The action of focussing is done by holding the focu ssin ring of the lens between two fingers 
of the right hand, thi's ring bein g distinguished by bearing a scale of focuss1ing distances on it. 
Those with short sight may remove their gla1sses to focu if they .w ish. 

More accurate focussing still is obta ined by using an additional magnifier as well as the lens 
forming the ground-glass screen. Such a special magnifier is proyided in the finder hood, on the 
front wall, and when the hood is erect, it will be in a verti al plane. The magnifier is pressed 
backward from the front of the finder hood with the finger, toget her with its mounUng plate, 
and down towards the focu Sising scr een. In the correct position it w ill slip under a catch and 
remain horizontal over the other lens. (See fig. 10). Looking down into this magnifier, the photo
grapher then sees the central portion of the negative image on a much enlarged scale, and this 
portion may be focussed extremely accu rately and easily. (T hose with long-sight may remove 
their glasses, since the magnifier serves an identical pu rpose.) In this way, the miniature 
negative of the Kine-Exakta may be sharply focu ssed with ex treme ease and certainty. 
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fig. 10 

The frame nnder. The 
magnifier is pushed down 
until it is horizon tal over 
the focussing s reen (fig. 
10) and the camera lifted 
up in both hands (fig. 11) 
so that one eye is just 
behdnd the small recto 
angular aperture 0 in the 
back wall of the finder 
hood and one can see 

fig. 11 

through this aperture the frame N in the fron t wall of the hood. This frame is revealed when 
the magnifier is pushed backwards and pressed downwards into its working position. 

This frame and back aperture forms a direct -vision frame finder, and can be used for all 
those exposures that must be made at eye-level, or on occasions where the subject of the 
photograph is better followed directly with the eye rather than on the focussing screen. 

In particular, the frame finder is specially useful for all kinds of sporting work, the 
focus.sing being set beforehand either on the focussing screen or by the distance 
scale on the lens mount. 
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The small mag nifier is rel eased from its horizontal po irion by moving the small button M in 
the back wall of the finder hood s light ly to the righr. and it wi ll then spring upwards into 
the front wall of the finder hood once more. (M is bown in fig. 11.) 

6. Exposing 

The beginner, who has ne ve r photog ra phed before. should ob tain a nd study a good yet 
simple handbook of phot0graphy in order to obtain ome knowledge in the basic principles 
of the c raft. Such knowled ge must be tak e n for ranted in the present booklet on 
account of lack of space. 

The Kine-Exakta should be slung round the neck for the easiest han dling, and it may be 
carried either on a sling strap round the neck (at chest level) or e lse in an ever-ready 
leather case. The camera will have been lo aded Wilh a iilm ca rtr idge, a nd will be r eady 
for ex posure, th e exposure counter set correctly to ··r·-rhe first picture. 
(The cap must also be removed fr om the lens before making an exposure.) 

first of all, use an exposure meter- th e photo-electr i lype is the most reliable of all- to 
ascertain the ex posure time and lens ape rture to use. Afrer th is, the shutter is wound and 
th e correct speed set. 
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Then the finder hood is raised and the subject focussed (using the second magnifier if 
necessary) with the lens at full aperture. W hen the subject has been focussed, the lens 
aperture may be shut down to the value used ior ex posure, and the depth of focus examined 
to see whether it is sufficient.*) 

The camera is then held rigid and stationary in both hands, at chest level, the focus'sing 
screen examined for a moment again to make sure the image is correctly composed and sharp, 
and the shutter release gently pressed with the left forefinger. The exposu re is then made. 

The shutter is then wound again, which moves on the film for the next picture and prevents 
two exposures being made on one section of fi lm. 

Taking pictures of rapidly-moving objects. CaE . ski-jumpers , horses, and so on are best taken 
by using the fr ame finder when they are in rapid movement. The camera is focussed before
hand on a particular point that th e movin g object must pass, and the frame finder raised. 
The moment the moving object, as seen through the finder passes the focus on which the 
camera is focussed, the shutter release is pressed. . 

0) For a detailed exp lanation of the term depth of focus. the photographic text-books should be consulted. The 
actual r ange (dep th) of sharp focus, which depends on the focal l ength of th e lens, the distan ce on which it is 
focussed, and i ts aperture at th e time, may be fo und in the depth of fo cus tabl es issued by the maker s of lenses 
for miniature cameras if it is not possib le to examine th e posit ion on the focussi ng screen itself. 
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It is always advantageous in sport ing wo rk of thi type ro look through the frame finder 
with one eye, and to look at th e subject direct with the other, or at least to keep the other 
eye open. After a little practice this will be found quite simple. 

fig. 12 
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Upright pictures. These are usually taken as follows: the camera is 
first focussed on the subject while it is in the normal position at 
chest level. Then it is raised ro eye level, and held as shown in fig. 12, 
so tha t th e focussing screen i \'eni al and the eye examines the 
image on it from the side. The len rests in the space between the 
left thu mb and forefinger, and the right thumb operates the shutter 
release. The lens is directed rowards the subject taken, while the 
photographer himself looks in a direction at right angles to this, so 
that he is actually photographing "round the corner". 

A second method of taking upright pictu res depends on the use of 
the fr ame finder. If this is erected by pressing the magnifier down 
over th e focu ssi ng screen, the ubject may be accurately focussed 
and the camera then held in iront of the eye in the manner shown 
in fig. 13. 
It is exceedingly important that the Kine-Exakta should be held per
fectly st ill durin g the exposure. Any movement of the camera when 



the shutter is open will result in a more or less blurred picture (the fault can only be 
seen with the naked eye when it is pre~ent to a great extent) which again will result in 
an unsatisfactory enlargement. Thus, the beginner should follow the rules below: 
NEVER GIVE A SLOWER SHUTTER SPEED THAN 1/too th SECOND TO BEGIN WITH, 
AND KEEP THE LENS APERTURE CORRESPONDING WIDER OPEN. Nervous people 
can easily move the camera during a shutter speed of 
1/25 th second. 
Practice and a little self-control help matters enormously, 
and there are plenty of experienced photographers who 
can give half a second exposure with the camera in the 
hand, yet without any trace of the instrument having 
moved during exposure. 
The general rule for the less experienced is that exposure 
of 1/25 th second and faster can be taken with the camera 
in the hand, but the instrument must be held firmly and 
steadily, steadied on the chest, and the breath he;ld at the 
moment when the release is pre·ssed. 

fig. 13 

AU longer exposures than these should be made with the camera placed on a firm support, 
preferably a good and stable tripod. 
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7. Removing the exposed film from the camera 

Thirty-s ix exposures can be made on the s trip of film w hIch is in the film cartridge, and after 
the 36th has been taken, the entire film is exposed and must be taken out of the camera. 
This is done as follows: 

1. The small button W (fi g. 5) which changes the direction oJ the film from forwards to back
wards is moved over so that the lett er "R" (reverse) is seen. 

2. The key R on the bottom of the camera (fig. 3) is raised (but not pulled out from the ca
mera), and twisted in a clockwise direction between the thumb and forefinger af the ri ght 
hand. This action winds the exposed film inside the camera from th e take-up spool V 
into the film cartridge. Continue winding back until the end of the film is felt to have 
come loose from the take-up spool an d slipped inside the cartrid ge. 

3. The camera is opened by removin g the back. 

4. The key R Ls pulled out from the came ra as far as it will go, an d 

5. The exposed ca rtridge of film take n out of the right-h and chamber. 

6. The small button W is then moved back un tH th e letter "V" can be seen, and the mecha
nism is set for "forward". THIS MUST NOT BE FORGOTTEN. 
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The new film cartridge can now be in serted in th e chamb er of th e camera, a nd the film 
load ed as describ ed a bove. 

8. The special knife in the ca mera back 

If one has made a number of ex posures which mu st be developed immedi ately, without w ai t
in g for the res t of th e s trip of film to be exposed, th e small knife in the back of the 
Kin e-Exa kta may be put to good use. 

The small milled knob Y (fig. 3) is unsc rewed, and pull ed downwards from the bottom of the 
camera as far as it w ill go. Thi s w ill move the knife in th e ca mera ac ross, a nd cu t off th e 
exposed film fr om the un exposed film . 

The camera mu st be opened in the da rk-room aft er this, for the exposed film is not protected 
from light and would be spoiled if th e back of the cam era w ere opened in daylight. After 
rem ovin g the ex posed fil m from the t ake-up spool V, th e end of the unexposed film is 
slipped under th e metal to ngue on the core of this spool and the camera closed. The res t 
of th e film s trip can then be exposed in th e normal ma nner. 
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9. Loading with daylight-loading spools 

Daylight-loading spools (usually called "Contax Spools") must not be confused with film cart
ridges. The spools start with about 20 inches of red or green paper, which is perforated at 
the edges and serves to protect the 36 exposures on the film strip following it from light. 
All these daylight-loading spools, which are made by numerous makers and in the widest 
possible range of orthochro"matic and panchromatic grades, will fit the Kine-Exakta camera, 
and-as their name implies- can be loaded into the camera in daylight, though not in 
direct sunlight. " 

Loading the spool into the camera. ' The camera is first opened as before by removing its 
back, and the key R is pulled out from the camera. The spool is then placed in the right
hand chamber, the key R is pressed back to hold it in place, and after the gumstrip holding 
the end of the paper on the spool has been broken, the end of the paper is drawn across 
the camera back and attached to the take-up spool V. This spool is now turned until the 
black line across the backing paper of the spool, which is indicated by a black arrow on 
the paper, lies exactly" over the top of the sprocket Z, as shown in fig. 14. The paper must 
naturally be adjusted so that the teeth of the sprocket engage correctly in its perforations. 
The camera back is then replaced in the usual way, and the camera closed. 
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The backing paper on the spool must now be wound 
through the' camera until the actual film is in the picture 
aperture. This is done as follows: 

1. Raise the finder hood. 

2. Set the shutter to "B". 

3. Hold one finger of the left hand hard down on the shutter 
release D continually, while .. 

4. The right hand moves the long lever A twelve times 
completely across. After counting these twelve pictures, 
release D . The backing paper of the film, corresponding 
in length to 12 pictures, will now be wound on the 

fig, 14 

take-up spool. 

5. The shutter is wound once more, and this will bring a section of the film itself in front 
of the pkture aperture in the camera back. 

6. The exposure counter is set to "] ". 

The daylight-loading spool is exposed in just the same way as the film cartridge. 

After the 36 exposures have been made, the spool is rewound just as in the case of the 
film cartridge. 
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IMPORTANT: When the exposed dayllight-loading spool has been wound back and the camera 
is opened to remove it, the paper must on no account be allowed to unwind or to become 
loose on the spool, or light may penetrate it from the side. 
1 he end of the backing paper must be secured to the spool by a small rubber band, or else 
by sticking it down with stamp-paper. If these precautions are not taken, the spool may not 
be light-tight and the film may be fogged. 
NOTE: Contax spools usually have a second length of backing paper or "trailer". which is used to wind on 
to the take-up spool so that there is no need to rewind the entire spool. We recommend, however, that such 
spools are always rewound, Since the combined effect of two strips of paper and the film strip proper is to 
make the take-up spool so thick that there is not always s pace for it in the Ceft-hand chamber of the camera. 
l! is thus better to reWind, as described above. 

10. Hints for practical work 

The Kine-Exakta may be used to take photographs "round the corner" with the greatest 
of ease. We have already noted that this position is used when the camera is turned for 
upright pictures and the focussing screen is held vertical at eye level. (See fig, 12.) This 
fact may be utilised to take pictures of people when they do not realise that the camera is 
pointing at them, for the photographer appears to be interested in objects at right angles to 
the direction in which the camera is actually pointing. 
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Holding the camera at arm's length in this position , and using one finger to press the shutter 
release, it is a simple matter to photograph round the corner of a waIl Or building, as in fig. 15, 
or sideways through a series of bars, as in fig. 16. The image on the focussing screen is used 
as a view-finder, as will be clear from the two illustrations. 

fig. IS 

The camera may also be inverted, and used 
over the head. In this case it is best to use 
both hands, and to stretch them vertically 
upwards. The head is filted back to look up
wards into the finder hood as shown in fig. 17. 
In this position an upright picture is seen on 
the focussing screen, which can be composed 
and focussed without difficulty. 

Double exposure, which is sometimes used by 
experienced workers in trick photography, is 
quite simple with the Kine-Exakta. The shutter 
can be wound without moving on the film to 
the next pictur·e merely by turning the milled 
ring K (which is used to set the shutter speed) 
with the left thumb and forefinger in the direc- fig. 16 
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tion of the arrow,. as far as it will go. The outer ring is not IHled over the inner 
disc for this purpose, and the inner disc Ki will turn with K and wind up the shutter 
without moving on the film . 

The Kine-Exakta may also be made to move on the film without winding the shutter. for 

fig. 17 
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this purpose a screwdriver is placed in the slot of the screw Cover 
the exposure counter, and this screw turned to the right. The film 
will then move on one picture without the shutter being wound. 
This movement will hardly be us ed often, but it is an example of 
the wide range of possibiliiUes given by the Kine-Exakta camera. 

11. Special accessories for the Kine-Exakta 

Exposures on small objects (such as postage stamps, coins, beetles, 
and so on) can be made' at close range with the Kine-Exakta in the 
most simple and convenient manner, for in this field of work the 
single-lens reflex camera is more convenient than any other in 
the matter of focussing and composing the image. 



Special Extension Tubes are made for th e camera, which a re of different lengths, and these 
are illterposed between the camera and lens. These tubes ca n be made into extension tubes 
of any suitable length merely by screwing them into each other, and for use two special 
rings- one bearing a bayone t joint a nd th e other the corresponding bayonet socket-hold the 
lens at one end and fit into the mount of the camera body at the other. The camer a ex
ter.sion is thus increased to any desir ed extent by usi ng a suitable comb ination of tube 
lengths, wh~le the image is perfectly focussed and composed even when the objects are so 
near the lens that the negative image is the same size, slightly smaller, or slightl y larger, than 
the object itself. P a ra ll ax err or, which is always trouble'some at shor t range when the camera 
lens an d view-finder are not in the same position, is enti rely absent in the Kine-Exakta, since 
the image on the fo cu,ssing screen is identically the same as that which is shown later on 
to the negatdve film. 

For work at shor t distan ces, a small tripod is convenient to us e, particularly when fitted 
with the special Exakta ball and socket head. The experienced wor ker w ho wishes to take 
copies of pictur es, letters, printed matter, an d documents of all kinds wi ll find that the Exakta 
Reproduction and Copying Stand is most valuab le. This device lightens the work enormously, 
and' a ll kind s of mic ro-ph otographs may be made in ea,se and comfort with its help. 

At short range, too, spec ial supplementary lenses are r ecomm ended, fo r th ese short en th e 
fo cal length of the Exakta lens, and thus make it possible to approach nearer the subject for 
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the exposure. When used in combination with the extens·ion tubes noted above, an extremely 
high degree of enlargement of the original subject can be obtained, yet the image is composed 
and focussed without the least difficulty. This type of exposure is also made much easier 
by using the finder hood extension, made of leather and including a built-in magnifier, which 
we supply for use with the camera. This extension shou ld always be used where the 
focussing must be really accurately adjusted. 
Photo-micrography is a special field of work in which the Kine-Exakta will . be found to be 
of great value by the specialist. The microscope attachment is used in conjunction with the 
camera and microscope for this work, and it consists of two tubes, the upper of which is 
hinged and carries the camera. 
The lens is first removed from the camera, for only the lenses of the microscope itself need 
be used, and the upper tub e of the microscope attachment placed in the special ring that fits 
the bayonet lens mount of the camera. When using a microscope with a draw-tube, the latter 
must be fitted with a rubber ring in order to ensu re that the we·ight of the camera dnes not 
alter the length of tube drawn out, and if the focussing rack of the instrument moves very 
easily, the adjusting screws should be tightened so that the camera does not move the 
focussing. (These screws are noted in the instructions supplied with the microscope.) The 
clamp'ing screw o·f the attachment i's now loosened, the eyepiece of the microscope removed, 
and the lower tube of the attachment placed over the draw-tube of the microscope. The 
clamping screw is now tightened, and the microscope eyepiece can be replaced. By opening 
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the finder hood, the image on .the focussing screen can be seen . In focu ssing and l.ighting, 
it is important that the entire fie ld should be evenly illuminated, and the brightness of the 
focussing screen image &iives a useful indication of the exposure requir ed. 

If the image is too large, and cannot all be included within the area of the negative, a less 
po we rful eye:piece lis required, while should the image be too small, a more powerful eyepi ece 
must be inserted. When li ghting the specimen, no light shou ld reach the microscope stage, 
since reflecNon fr om it is liable to cause a fo gged image. 
The eyepiece alone need be changed during the course of the wor k to vary the mag nIfica
tion, and the camera is very easil y swung out of the wayan its hinge for this purpose with
out the need to undo any screws. (Cf. fig. 18.) After changing the eyepiece, the camera is 
replaced in th e posHion for exposure, show n in fig. 19. 

Interchangeable lenses, qwickly aHached to the bayonet joint of the camera in place of the 
standard lens, are available to suit the spe:cial fields of the portrait photog rapher, the press
man, the sporting photog rapher, the scientist, and th e technical photographer, as well as all 
the multifarious sides of amateur photography. This range of lenses increases the field of 
work of the camera to th at of a universal miniature instrument. 
In particular, a considerable numb er of firslt-class branded lenses are available for the camera , 
fr om telephoto typ es of very long fo ous to the fastest short-focus anastigmats w ith apertu res 
of f/I. 9. So far as th e lenses are concern ed, therefore, the entire field of photography is 
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fig. 18 

covered, from long-distance scientific wo rk 
to night snapshots for the illustra ted press. 
More impor tan t sti ll , the Exakta camera 
requires no special range of view-finder s, 
since th e image on the ground-glass screen 
is iden !1ical with th at given by the lens on 
the negative. fo cussing and composition are 
equall y simple with any lens in the ra nge 
provided. 
In ex posures taken against the light it is ' 
highly impor ta nt that no direct sun light shall 
strike the front glass of the lens, si nce this 
would lead to interna l reflection in the 
glasses an d fo g the negative. Thus, in all 
exposures in sunli ght or artificial light in 

w hich there is a poss ibility of direct light reaching the lens, the latter should be protected 
by a lens hood. The hood protects the lens from light reaching it from the side, and is also 
a valuable protection against raindrops. Lens hoods may be obtained for all the lenses of 
the Kin e-Exakta (when ordering, the name and full aperture of the lens should be given) a nd 
may be a rranged to fit on to th e mounting ring that holds colour filter s. 
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Colour ii1ters specially made for the Kine-Exakta are available in the following grades: 

Yellow filters for both orthochromatic and panchromatic films, which are too sensitive to 
blue and violet. The yellow fiHer holds back the blues and viqlets and increases the effect 
of the yellows and greens. 

Yellow-Green filters are identical in effect on orthochromatic films to yellow filters, and are 
particulary suitable for giving a fully corrected colour rendering on normal panchromatic 
material with depressed red sensitivity. 

Green filters are suitable for giving fully correct rendering on panchromatic material with 
a high red sensitivity. 

Blue filters are only used in artificial light with panchromatic material of high red sen
siUvity. The blue filter holds back the reds (this colour is strongly present in half-watt 
light) and prevents red objects from appearing too light in tone in the print. 

Red filters are used with panchromatic or infra-red film, and increase enormously the re
lative effect of the red rays. Their use is consequently valuable in distance photography, 
where an over-corrected result must be produced, or (with a deep blue sky) for the produc
tion of night effects in full daylight, since the blue of the sky is reproduced as dark 
grey or black. 
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These fiHers are made in vari.ous diameter mounts to suit the different lenses of the Kine
Exakta. When ordering, the name and full aperture of the lens on which they are to be 
used must be mentioned. 

Since all filters absorb a portion of the light which passes through them, the exposure given 
to the film mus1t be increased correspondingly when they are used. General values for the 
increase are hard to g;jve, s,ince the fi gures involved depend on the sensi,tivity of the film 
to colours and on the compos.ition oi the light ruling at the time of exposure. The following 
value's are approximate only: -

Light yellow fHter 2 times normal exposure, 
Medium yellow filter = 4 times normal exposure, 
Deep yellow filter 6 times normal exposure, 
Yellow-green filt er 3 times normal exposure, 
Green filter 4 tim es normal exposur€, 
Hlue filter 2 times normal exposure, 
Re'd filter = 8 t'imes normal e,xposure on panchromatic film, or 

30 times normal exposure on infra-red film. 

Polarisation filters, such as the Iierotar of Carl Zeiss, can be used to best advantage in 
the Kine-Exakta, since the eHect of these filters must be observed by carefully rotating them 
until they are correctly oriented. In a true reflex camera with a single lens, the examina-
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tion of the effect of the filter (which is useful in such fields as portrait work as well as in 
purely technical exposures) is extremely simple, and no user of the Kine-Exakta w ill find 
the least dif.ficulty in using one to good advantage. (When ordering s,tate the name and full 
aperture of the lens on which it is to be used.) 

The Aero Shutter Release is screwed into the normal shutter release D , and since it enlarges 
the surface of the release considerably, it is a very much easier matter to operate the camera 
w ith thick gloves on. Under such conditions it is a lmost indispensible. 

The Photo-flash bulb attachment for the Kine-Exakta, for use with which the two contact 
sockets X ar e provided on the left-hand sloping front of the camera, is arranged to be con
nected with the camera and to fire the fl ash-bulb as the shutter opens. The device for syn
chronising the flash and shutter makes it possible to give an exposure for 1/'ooth second during 
the time that the flash is burning. A special instruction leaflet is issued regarding the attach
ment and is enclosed in the box with it. 

12. Enlarging the negative 

The negative of the Kine-Exakta must ·naturally be enlarged before it can be seen to its 
best a dvantage. 
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Those amateurs who make their own enlargements really get the most enjoyment out of 
their minialJUre, and the keen owner of the Kine-Exakta will therefore feel compelled to buy 
an eI1l!arger which is specially made to use with his camera. The special 

LUMIMAX PROJECTOR. ENLARGER 
is designed for this purpose. It is made throughout of metal, and any lens used on the Kine
Exakta camera can be used in conjunction with it. The instrument is not only a first-class 
enlarger taking negatives up to 21/4" square (6X6 cm.), but can also be used as a projection 
lantern for showing slides among the family circle. A special leaflet describing the Lumimax 
Projector-Enlarger may be obtained without cost. 
A simpler instrument, at a correspondingly lower price, is the 

EXAKTA LUMIMAX ENLARGER. 
This enlarger also uses the lens of the Kine-Exakta, and gives excellent service. A leaflet 
describing it is also available. 

DRESDEN A 19· SCIiANDAUER STRASSE 24 
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